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ABSTRACT: The low-frequency vibrational spectrum of liquid water is composed of
contributions from the intermolecular librational and translation modes. The existence of
these two modes introduces difficulty into the simulation of experimentally obtained
Raman spectra. We constructed a polarizability function for a water model that includes
intramolecular charge flow (CF) effects, intermolecular charge transfer (CT) effects, and
intermolecular dipole-induced-dipole (DID) effects. We computed the one-dimensional
(1D) Raman and terahertz (THz) spectra with all of these effects included (CFCT-DID)
and compared with experimental spectra. We find that the CFCT-DID function provides a
better description of the experimental results, because the CT effects reduce the
polarizability only for translational motion to which parallelly polarized (VV) and
perpendicularly polarized (VH) Raman spectra are sensitive. In our calculations of two-
dimensional (2D) Raman and THz-Raman spectra, we observe the enhancement of echo
signals in both cases. The details of the CFCT-DID function, along with its source code,
are provided in the Supporting Information.

The chemical uniqueness of water, which depends strongly
on complex hydrogen bonding, arises from the large

polarizability of the water molecule.1−3 Third-order off-
resonant Raman spectroscopy, which exploits this polarizability,
is a versatile tool for investigating the dynamics of complex
hydrogen bond networks of water molecules.4−12 This
spectroscopic approach is suitable to investigate the collective
intermolecular motion that spread over a spectral range below
1000 cm−1.13−17 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations play an
essential role in the analysis of experimentally obtained
spectra.18−22 While there are several studies investigating
intermolecular charge transfer effects on IR spectra,23,24 there
are no studies investigating such effects on Raman spectra. In
the present work, we developed a polarizability function that
takes into account charge flow (CF), charge transfer (CT), and
dipole-induced-dipole (DID) effects on the basis of a four-site
water molecular model. We used this function to reproduce
experimentally obtained Raman spectra with MD trajectories.
Then, we examined the intermolecular CT effect on Raman
spectra.
The CFCT-DID function is a polarizability function used to

calculate the induced and charge transfer effects in the
simulated system from given molecular trajectories that are
calculated from the force fields in nonpolarizable potential
models, for example TIP4P/2005. This function was developed
on the basis of the full-order charge-flow and dipole-induced-
dipole (CF-DID) function,25−27 which was originally developed
as a part of a polarizable water force field model for
intermolecular and intramolecular vibrational spectroscopy
(POLI2VS).25 While the original CF-DID function is based
on a three-site water model with two hydrogen atoms and one
oxygen atom (the 3-site CF-DID function), we generalized it to

a four-site case (the 4-site CF-DID function) in order to obtain
a more accurate anisotropic profile of the molecular polar-
izability, which plays an important role in two-dimensional
(2D) Raman26−34 and 2D Raman−terahertz (THz)26,27,34−39

spectroscopies. The CFCT-DID function further incorporates
the intermolecular CT effect into the 4-cite CF-DID function,
which is described by the CT polarizability, taking into account
the charge transfer among the molecules (see Figure 1). By
adding the CT polarizability to the CF polarizability as the
charge−charge (CC) polarizability, αikjl

CF → αikjl
CC≡ αikjl

CF + αikjl
CT, we

have developed the CFCT-DID function as an extension of the
CF-DID function. Here, the CT polarizability is defined as αikjl

CT

≡ Akle
−Sklrikjl/rikjl (i ≠ j), where Akl and Skl are the amplitude and

screening parameters obtained from the computational results
of ab initio calculations. In this function, the transferred charge
from the kth site of the ith molecule due to the intermolecular
CT effect is given by qik

CT = ∑j∑lαikjl
CTVjl. The details of the

CFCT-DID function with its source code are provided as
Supporting Information.
In Figure 2, we display the dependences of the water dipole

moments and polarizabilities on r1O2H1, the distance between the
oxygen atom of Molecule 1 and the first hydrogen atom of
Molecule 2 for the dimer conformation presented in Figure 1b,
as obtained from the CFCT-DID function, the CF-DID
function, and ab initio calculations. The ab initio calculations
were carried out using the CCSD approach with the aug-cc-
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pVTZ basis set, employing the counterpoise method to correct
for the basis set superposition error (BSSE). Both the CFCT-
DID and CF-DID functions reproduce to the dipole moment
calculated from ab initio calculation; however, the polarizability
calculated from the CF-DID function is overestimated in
comparison with ab initio calculation in panels c, e, and f. This
is because the CF-DID function does not describe the
attenuation of the electrostatic interactions at short distances
accurately. Including the intermolecular CT effect, the CFCT-

DID can more properly describe the overlap between electron
densities in realistic situations.
In order to test the accuracy of our polarizability function, we

next computed one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional
(2D) spectra26−39 using the CF-DID and CFCT-DID
functions. To carry out the MD simulations for liquid water,
we modeled the interactions between the molecules with
TIP4P/2005.40,41 We performed the MD simulations in a cubic
box with periodic boundary conditions. We employed 216
molecules in the 1D case and 64 molecules in the 2D case. The
volume and energy were fixed after the completion of
isothermal simulations carried out to establish equilibration at
approximately 300 K. The conditions of the simulation were
chosen so as to realize an average density of 0.997 g/cm3. The
details of the numerical calculations are presented in the
Supporting Information.
In Figure 3, we display (a) THz, (b) parallelly polarized

(VV) Raman, and (c) perpendicularly polarized (VH) Raman
spectra obtained from MD simulations and experiments. In the
panels labeled (i), the red, green and blue curves represent the
computational results obtained from the CFCT-DID (red
curves), 4-site CF-DID (green curves), and 3-site CF-DID
(blue) functions. The experimentally obtained THz,42 VV, VH,
and isotropic Raman spectra43 are presented in the panel
labeled (ii). To elucidate the contribution of the CT effect, in
Figure 4, we decompose the 1D vibrational spectra calculated
using the CFCT-DID function into the permanent-plus-
induced (P+I) contribution and the CT contributions of the
dipole and polarizability. (Detailed analysis is given in the
Supporting Information.)
As shown in Figure 4a, because the effects of intermolecular

CT are minor in comparison with those of the permanent and
induced dipole moments, the peak profiles of the THz spectra
computed using the CFCT-DID and CF-DID functions

Figure 1. Depictions of the (a) 3-site CF-DID function and (b) 4-site
CF-DID and CFCT-DID functions. The CF-DID functions utilize the
dipole polarizability of the kth interaction site of the ith molecule, αik,

and the CF polarizability between the kth interaction site of the ith
molecule and the lth interaction site of the jth molecule, αikjl

CF, where k
= H1, H2, and O for the 3-site case, and k = H1, H2, L1, and L2 for the
4-site case. The induced dipole moment, μik

I , and the induced charge,

qik
I , of the kth site of the ith molecule are given by μik

I = αik
DDEik and qik

I =

∑lαikil
CFVil, where Eik and Vik are the electric field and potential of the kth

site of the ith molecule, respectively. The CFCT-DID function further
incorporates the intermolecular CT effect into the 4-cite CF-DID
function, which is described by the CT polarizability, αikjl

CT, taking into
account the charge transfer among the molecules.

Figure 2. (a) Y and (b) z elements of the dipole moment, and the (c) yz, (d) xx (e) yy and (f) zz elements of the polarizability calculated using the
CFCT-DID function (red curve), the CF-DID function (green curve), and the ab initio method (blue curve). The dipole and polarizabilities are
defined in the molecular frame, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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appearing in Figure 3a are similar. While the CF-DID functions
accurately reproduce the experimentally obtained THz
spectrum, they fail to reproduce the VV and VH Raman
spectra. In particular, in the results obtained from the CF-DID
function, the peak for the librational modes, in the range 400−
1000 cm−1, is much weaker than that for the intermolecular
translational modes, near 200 cm−1, in contrast to the
experimental situation. The results for the VV and VH
Raman spectra obtained using the CFCT-DID approach are
closer to the experimental results due to the intermolecular CT
effect. The reason that the CFCT-DID function can improve
the VV and VH spectra is that it is effective in capturing the
physical nature of the CT process. The intermolecular CT
process reduces the change in the polarizability by moving
charge between the nearest neighbor molecules with the effects
of increasing or decreasing the intermolecular distance.

Translational motion alters the intermolecular distance, while
librational motion alters the orientation. Thus, the peak
intensity corresponding to translational motion, near 200
cm−1, is suppressed by the CT effects, while that corresponding
to librational motion, in the range 400−1000 cm−1, does not
change significantly. As a result, the overall profiles of the VV
and VH spectra obtained with the CFCT-DID function
presented in Figure 3b,c are closer to the experimental results
than those obtained with the CF-DID functions.
In Figure 5, we present the (i) 2D Raman-THz-THz (RTT),

(ii) 2D THz-Raman-THz (TRT), (iii) 2D THz-THz-Raman
(TTR), and (iv) 2D Raman signals calculated using the (a) 3-
site CF-DID function, (b) 4-site CF-DID function, and (c)
CFCT-DID function, respectively. Because of the sensitivity of
the optical properties probed in these 2D measurements, there
are significant differences between the spectra obtained with the
CFCT-DID and CF-DID functions, although no significant
differences between the 3-site and 4-site functions are observed.
The difference is most prominent in the 2D Raman case,
because 2D Raman measurements involve three Raman
excitations, while 2D THz-Raman measurements involve only
one excitation. The echo contribution along the t1 = t2 direction
in the 2D Raman and THz-Raman-THz spectra is larger in the
CFCT-DID results than in the CF-DID results. The 2D profiles
of these signals have been analyzed in terms of anharmonicity,
nonlinear polarizability, and dephasing time.39 These analysis
indicate that the enhancement of echo signal occurs because
the anisotropy of the CF effect strengthens the nonlinearity of
the molecular polarizability, which plays an essential role in the
second-rephasing excitation of 2D Raman and 2D THz-Raman
measurements. Although CT effects are minor in comparison
with CF effects, we observe an enhancement of the high-
frequency peaks near the t1 axis, corresponding to librational
motion, as illustrated in the cases of the 1D VV and VH Raman
spectra.
In this work, we constructed a CFCT-DID polarizability

function, with intramolecular CF and intermolecular CT effects
for using MD simulations of liquid water. With the CT effects
included, this new function is an improvement over the CF-
DID functions, producing results that are significantly closer to
the experimental results. We also found that the CT effects
enhance the nonlinear polarizability, which, in turn, enhances
the echo contribution to signals in 2D THz-Raman-THz and
2D Raman spectra. Finally, we note that in this study, we used
the same trajectories obtained with the TIP4P/2005 force field
in both the CFCT-DID and CF-DID polarizability functions.

Figure 3. (a) THz, (b) parallelly polarized (VV) Raman, and (c)
perpendicularly polarized (VH) Raman spectra obtained from (i) MD
simulations and from (ii) experiments.42,43 In the panels labeled (i),
the red, green, and blue curves represent the computational results
obtained from the CFCT-DID, 4-site CF-DID, and 3-site CF-DID
functions, respectively.

Figure 4. Computational results of (a) THz, (b) parallelly polarized (VV) Raman, and (c) perpendicularly polarized (VH) Raman spectra obtained
from the CFCT-DID function. The total 1D THz and 1D Raman spectra are expressed in terms of the P+I and CT contributions of the dipole and
polarizability. The spectral intensities are normalized with respect to the absolute value of the peak intensities of the total contribution.
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Thus, the suppression of the translational peaks in the VV and
VH Raman spectra are not due to differences in intermolecular
dynamics but to differences in the polarizability arising from the
CT effect.
In the present paper, we showed that CT effects reduce the

polarizability only for translational motion to which VV and VH
Raman spectra are sensitive. This indicates that spectra for the
librational motion of water obtained from the sum frequency
generation (SFG) may not change significantly if we include
CT effects.44 It may be possible to test this hypothesis by
incorporating the CFCT-DID function into the POLI2VS
potential and calculating the SFG spectrum using the full MD
simulation approach.
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